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We've all been hearing Some rumors lately that community psychology is

dead--and that'community psYahologists are dying-- -.

These reports of our imminent deaise can be tied to the swing,toward

a more-conservative social climate in the Country at large. The Thetoric

. -

is more pesSimistic now. The social activimmof the 1960s,'which was one of

0"

the sparks that'gave impetus to our birth, appears old fashioned. Hang in

-..today's student population, which'should include the next generation cf,com-

munity psychologicat's, have doubts about the wisdothbf aligning themielyes

with what they perceive to be an unpopular social ideology.

We believe that one of our problems ip that a field primarily based on

rhetoric and-ideolOgy is in a particurarly vulnerable position as changes,

occur in the social and political climate: What is happenin$ to community

psychbldly now is hgt death--but4maturity.

-We are beginning to recognize that'we ne6d not retreat fraa attempts

at social change, but that we should adOpt a more realistic recognition of
4.

the complexities of the change process. For exaMple, the "systems changes"

we think important do not happen as a result of our actions alone. Social

-

action requires continual effort by* organized constituencies.. An important

role for community psychologists is as facilitators of that change process

by providing information'about social and psychological variables that impact

0

upon pe9Ple.

One of the messageswewould like to leave Olth you today is our belief

that community psychology does have a future, Its unique contribution is

as a field of inquiry: Its.vhlue is in the information generated which can

,
be used by citizens to improve their lives. Our power, ifve<ever had any,

is.in oui ability-to pravide knowledge about sodial Ind,environmental influ-

ences that can be used for social improvement.

We are arguing that'One af comczuniy psychology's main tasks is to improve
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it\knowledge base so that our:contribufions to societY can bd mare meaning-

ful. Whilewemourn the changes in federal funding priorities, and.plan to

continue to work in.the political arena to'change them-Ai/ado not believe

that the vitalii'y and'direction.of community psychology'eMissioA should

be so easily controlled icy the availability of federal funds..
,

Perhaps'same.of you will want to continue this aspect Oi thd discussion
. ,

later. Now, let us. turn'to the problem of improvimgCommUnity psychology's

knowledge base--using as an illustration the research on social.support.

A major problem for community psychology has been the conceptual confu-
.

sion that permeates our field. The basic themes that distinguish community

P

psychology repiesent an amalgam of concepts derived from public health,

envirOnmental psychology, applied social,psychology-and organizational,

psycholody, sprinkled with social activism and a helping ethic,. This pot-'

porri imparts a sense of strength and vit4ity to community psychology but

also is a Source of frustration; since a single, clear direciion for the

field rarely is apparent. Too often our' concepts represent metaphors borrowed

fram"difgerent fields'of study which defy implementation without further

specification.

We would like to illustrate the need for conceptual clarity by using

the remaining time allotted to me to discuss the social support construct.

Who coUld doubt the value of social support? Common sense and folk yds-

dom tell us that it is better to have friends than not, and that we generally -)

feel better when we can share our lives With someone. The lonely have been

known to invent imaginary Playmates, or use theirspete as supportive companions.

While we can easily understand how social ties can contribute to morale"

and feelings of'well being,.the mental,health fields suddenly "discovered"

social support as-a result of a few studies published in the l970's that
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claimed some-extraordinary, positive, physical,tand menial health related

effects for social support. Time will not permit a full discussion and

critique of what has came to be Called the "buftering" hypothesis and ve,

can refer You elsewhere to same excellent recent revieuts°(Beller & Swindle,

id press; Thoits, 1982), but wowould like.to make a few points'about the

social support bandwagon.

17ebelieve that research in sotial support became so:popular because

it fit the'increasingly conservative climate of the times: We could divert

our attention 'from the more difficult job ofchanging stressful envir6C-

mental conditions d#ectly, if um Could believe that levels of indigenous

,support were as important to health as were stressful conditions themselves.

The'claims made for Social support wire impressive and a,few of the

studies were quite $ood. Unfortunately one Problem limiting advances in

, our understanding oi social support has been that the dominant research

stYle used in these'btudies' has been one of predictive validity. Interest

_in social support arose beCiuse of its supposed health-enhancing, stiess-

buffering qualities. Research was directed More toward demonstrating the '

relationship of social support to health outcomes than understanding the

complexities of the support concept. The disadvantage of.this approach is

that predictive validity_was meiimized at the expense of conStruct validity.

A

Little attention was given to the fact that.the predictors used were extremely

heterogenous, and were contounde4 with other psychosocial variables. Further-

more, the relationship between aspects of support and other non-health out-

comes received almost no attention. -So now there are important aspects of

how social support operates that just have not been investigated. For example,

0

how do network characteristics such as frequency of interaction relate to

the.perception of being supported? What is the relationship of perceived
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support to the kinds of transactions that occur? Asking these kinds of

questions about the support concept may have little to do with health'out-

comes, but,are'critical in understanding the dtterminants of support and

-the' multidimensionality of the support construct. .

Very:early in:our own research on social support it became apparent.,
St

that distinctions needed to be made among a number of support measures.

A
Heller'and Swindle (in-press) in a recent paper distinguish between four

aspects of the.support construct: the structure and function of social

. networks, the personal attributes and competencies of individuals that make it

(..

, .

.

il likely that 4ocial networks will be ac9eised add maintained, the cognitive
.

appraisal that support'is available, and finally support seeking behaviors

that result framthe appraisal: process.

'Factor analyses which we conducted,in a number of studies revealed these

aspects of sulTort to be independent of one, anóther and to relate to sympto-

Matology and other outcame measures in different ways.' For example?- Mark

Fondacaro studying male college students found that networkdensity and

the amount of time,ipent with network members Was positively related to

student drinking. .Students interacting in denser networks reported higher

levelsrof drinking. Here wes an instance in which one measure of support

was related to the enhancement of moblem behavior not its diminution. On

the other hand, netwo.rk measures were unrelated to symptoms of distress.

The best predictors of distress symptomatology were low assertion competence

and low perceived support. That is, nonassertive persons who were not satisl-

fled with die levels of support they wete receiving from others did report

increased distress and worry. So the ;outcome measures you use-also are

important (Fondacaro and Heller, Note.1).
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We have other data .tto indfcate that measures of SdCial support,

competency and coping need to be disentangled and that greater attention,

needs to be paid to subject characteristics - -even those as obvious as sex

and age.

In a study by Ralph Swindle (Note 3), college niles were asked to Solve

a series of'streisful interpersonal problems. A ten-minnte time-out period

half-way through the task allowed, subjects to talk about the task to,a pale

friend they had brought to the'lab, a male stranger, or to think about the

problem by themselves. The transactions between subjects and companions
'z?

were observed and-were rated fo verify that task relevant interactions were

occurring. JResi1ts revealed that despite the fact that friends in the study

had- ach other an average'of over two yars and tended to idteract daily

\.

and that riends in the interaction6were rated as providing more problem-
.

0

solving, and less avoidance than strangers, the support transaction made no

'difference in terms of the competence of the suWct's verbal responses, or

the sublect's self-rated emotional arousal.. Perceived support from friends

, and family were also unrelated to effectiveness in dealing with the stressor.

Only personality and social skill variables were related to performance on

this task. In this study, subject characteristics and not environmental
\ 0

supports.were the best predictors of the subjects' behavior and feeling.

states. Other.questionnaire data subsequently-analyzed led us to

-the conclusian.that,sociai support nay be more importantefor women than-

for men. We are reminded that much of the social suppori literature that

s A

clahns positive effects use women as subjects. Uhat support means fort'medand

how it is most appropriately.given remains an intriguing but unanSwered question.
,

. _
.

'Given all of the problems, what ao we know about social support that is

At
potentially'useful? The original epidemiological research that sparked the

7



current wave of ,interestin social support demonstrated that Osychosocial

Assets, broadly defined to include both personal and environmental character-

istiCs, had; a rOle in positive health outcomes. This message was important

in order tb counter the dominant medical belief that disea6 and sypptama-

tolosy were exclusively programmed by internal'bIlologicalmariables. Environ-

mental life style and personal variables do have an important impact. Unfortun-

ately, we have not gone very far beyond this simple demonstration in the

research that has accumulated in the past'few, years.

To have any kind of useful impact, we need to study.thebasic ingredients
.

in social support, how 'Support operates, 'under what conditions peoPle use

social support, and how 'Support relates to other modes of coping. In our
,

current work we are focusing TI social interactions that occur among friends

and confidants.', For le, in a recently completed study, Mansbach ath

Heller (Note 2).replicated an earlier finding of Lowenthal and Haven that the

presence of a confidant is related to feelings of well being among-the

elderly. Well, what do friends and confidants do for one a'Onther? Can'a

:social interaction between confidants be distinguished from.one that occurs

between lesa intimate friends?

There is a gap between thp rhetoric of social support.and what Will

probably'be'more"modesi and cirCUOScribed research findings. .Compunity

psychOlogy'has em,ced social support someWhat uncriticillly. The support

v

construct is congruent with our anti-professional bias and our,enphasis'on
a

indigenous, natural systems, We want people to get closer, to depend more
O

on one another, to return to a "sense of, cammunity".in ourcompetitive, geo-;

graphically mobile aq technological society. But when you talk to students

from other,cultures aboutsocial supporti as wehave, they say: Why do you

want to indrease supportive networks? Our problem:is to free,Ourselves from
t,
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the networks, and the network obligations in which we are tcastattly immeshed.

We need less involvement from our networks, not more.
4

14111 the intensive Study of social,support once again lead to,diSillu-
.

sionment? Another favorite concept dashed on the hard rocks of science
,

As the field of social support matures, yeare optimiStic that we will

conclude that social ties aresimportantim in more circumsaribed ways.

Perhaps in some problem situatiOMs but not others (forexample,.perhaps to

counterA.oneliness among the elderly-T-but not for persons pushing to establish'

independent lives). "Perhaps to prevent same clicical c6inditions (depresSion)
-

hut not others (delinquency or schizophrenia). Perhaps as an aid .in some foims

of coping not others.

We would like to see those researchers interested in social.suPport move

ahead not by repeating the now all too familiar correlational studies of

.support'as a stress buffer to nore varied research, using a varietY of

experimental, 4idemiological and time series designs that focus mare closely

on explicating the construct, its components, and the socialc.setting.s .in which

it operates.

For social support to be useful as an intet4ention strategy we must more

clearly understand its node of operation. Otherwide, we leave ourselves open

to potential disappointment as the field rushes to.advocate what may later

prove to be the wrong intervention.

9
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